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perhaps life all began with elements
floating about and meeting each other

after a while beginning to recognise each other
then to remember and to mean something to each other

relationships forming
bonds and partnerships
a bit like a cosmic party

and a very boring party by our standards
as physics would suggest, rather predictable

but it was so hard to achieve mind over matter
that most of us agreed that if we didn't mind

it didn't really matter

there was the past
forever meeting the present

on all levels

at least when the present 
learned to overcome the past a little
then there was true life and free-will

and truth itself was born
into the world

not just the truth of the past
not the cause or the laws

but the truth of the present
the resultant truth of Dhamma

of realisation

and what an apt word this was, to realise
for something to be real in the mind

to really know...

then the Dhamma could climb 
higher and higher...

somewhere there 
in the mid-life strife 

he knew

up through his nose 
and in through his toes

he just knew

and knowing was all there was
and knowing was just because
and suffering was all he knew

yet looking on he was not suffering
but felt as light as air





and he knew how to care
and how not to care 

at the very same moment...

the truth of the Lord shall not speak
for the word will bring lips to speak

lips that live and die
we his servants shall speak 
such is our love and duty

here around the fire
dressed in the story

remembering the glory
in tribal symbol and colour

and the truth of the Lord alone shall not act
we his servants shall act 
such is our love and duty

here in the birth pains
here in the burned remains

where the seasons bring hope or despair
growth or needed repair

and the greatest truth shall not be divided from us
and kept only in the books

for the page is as helpless as a baby
this truth shall live in our bones 

and in our blood 
and there only

this truth shall shine 
and this brightness shall be 

the true life of the body 
and our true life
our life in truth...

this will be no great mystery 
but will be as ordinary as thought

and yet so wondrous
as to be held aloft

in the myth and symbolism of the tribe
 





the stories will pour forth
and the truth return

over and over
around the winter fire

from the silent winter fire

we would meet nature in this place 
and have nature take the burden of creation

we will not imagine 
we will whittle the wood

and let the wood remember and speak
sew the robe and let the robe speak from the silence

colours and symbols the meeting place
truth taken from sky to earth

thought given back to whence it came 

for there is no place beyond the suffering except this place
this and every glorious, ordinary place

even dying...

death waits
sick and coughin'
and getting old

death lingers
corpse and coffin 

stiff and cold

death passes by degrees
from tears to prayers

from shroud to smoke to cloud
and to ashes 

taken by the breeze

death passes
and life goes on

if we were wise
we always knew
in the beginning 

was already the end

never mind
it was nothing, the body,
we were not here or there

but always a little bit everywhere
in the mind

in the end was a beginning
and it was nearly time for the end



the screaming pain
was telling him everything he knew already

and was helpless to change

the body could not listen
the body could not understand 

there was nowhere to run from itself

it was time for the tablets and the milk drink
warm under the heavy blankets

the curtains were still drawn
politely drawn

gentle goodbye and privacy
to a life slowly ending

the morning light rippled by their folds

the dead
the family photograph on the mantle piece

memory held by culture
was richness in the air

in that closed room of his life
contained and dying

yet this room, this little world
held within this space a world
for another and within another

indeed this room may conjure a complete world within the world
within another inner world

the pattern familiar and enchanting
the river of thought finding such familiar banks

and there in the bed
for them both
the open sea
the mystery
the death
the veil

and the fear

yet there can be hope even in death
in our very last breath

not in the light from above
not in the Lord or in His love

but in the glint 
of the wise eye

like an ancient flint
scraping flesh from hide

and seeing inside
this humble body

knowing and seeing 
that it is not me or mine



just in time



and this will take
not the courage of the saint

but peace alone
penetrating flesh and bone

riding on the breath
and taking us

beyond this body
and beyond death

where memories will be remembered
a room for the next mind to find

a little enchanted
called just by a pattern, a symbol

so rich shall be the passing of our days

and there in the bed the same mystery of death
will again be a wonder to stop the world

the small world
for it to earn its keep

for it to earn a memory and a spell
and to possess a mind to come

until a greater truth, a pattern of ages
shall emerge to hold all these little worlds

in its holy embrace
and carry them beyond

this is the world within
within this life and death and life

and also the open story of the open mind
yet, inner and outer, what is their connection?

 the mind with no false or private identity
the mind with a true name

given by a wise tribe
this name is our true life and love in the world

the inner and outer world

and how may such a name be found?

this name will be drawn from nature
in such a way as to be given back without a trace 

so simple and perceptive will be its character and flavour





 
his true name had been Laughing Water

and the stream of his life
was of cool wisdom and humour

now, as the sea of death embraced the substance
his spirit was to become the laughter

of his son and daughter

they had given him his life in their laughter 
during his life and now after

giving his mind a life 
beyond the inevitable, screaming pain

of the body 

thus this name was the meeting place 
between timeless and time

name carrying form and truth
to the next mind

 the name was everything

and, in the greater truth
there waited a greater name

as vast and true as the universe...

Ho! Ho!
Buddho...Buddho...Buddho..Buddho!

this name that is everything and nothing
opened the greater mind like a can of beans around the camp fire

and for laughing water
 there was something that reverted back to his teens

a sense of freedom remembered old jeans
the sky, denim blue, paling in the worn dawn light

for wearing the light he was
in his real and willing old trousers

and they were all to play the Buddha that night
His humble servants

around the blazing fire
of life





and here they were to look now, once again at memory...

how is a memory they thought
and who would choose to remember

when memory is clearly seen 
is it not merely a phantom in the mind?

yet memory is of two kinds
it is the ghost of the past that draws us toward death

to the heart that cannot distil the meaning
or it is the sustenance of new life 

if the story can catch the essence, the truth
and carry it forward

such is the power of the symbol
not to remember the past

but to bring past into present

and hence the grave is not the place to weep
but the place where symbols we may keep

where we may pick up the shield and banner
the coat-of-alms and parade them forward

and a full recollection
won, not with memory, but through respect

may empty the past
and this bright emptiness be our white magic...

bright without shining
bright by its nature
white is goodness

and white is knowledge
white reveals...

and who shall atone
for our life and loves

but the bright white bone
white before and after

snow-cool white
in softest white moonlight

the white page
of the white bearded sage

white forever after
white heart light

we must not let the past be the past
lurking in the dark, drizzly alley

we must recreate the past,
the goodness of the past

in the statue and the hymn
and the conscious story



the rites and the rituals
the chants and the catechisms

then the lineage shall not be broken
history and tradition will be now and forever

the brotherhood will have its scripture, its law, its culture
these symbols will reach deep inside our souls

and there sustain us

we will belong
and belong to ourselves

we may chant the old hymns and psalms
such will be our alchemy

our tribe, our clan will have their rites-of-passage
their coming of age, their congress

and there will be prayers, night, morning and evening
fitting to time and purpose

such will be our life

a life of canticle, psalm, prayer, epistle, litany, hymn
of benediction, antiphon, meditation and exhortation

of lesson, intercession and holy reading

and all shall be held for mankind
within a single higher symbol
the symbol of the perfect man

and to chant His name
shall represent all that is good and wise

yet if we cannot or shall not pray
the story that is just a dream

will drag us into sleep and death
our memories will be the night of our lives

the black magic that conceals
that deals with our life like Tarot cards

and where the past creeps into the future
to haunt us

we must pray for those who cannot pray
and we must pray for ourselves when we cannot pray

when we cannot find the meaning

such we may pray
until the meaning too

may become a single word
'suffering'

not the suffering of the dark night
but the suffering of the Noble ones

suffering seen without a fright
carried forward as our banner 

to help us let go



until we reach our true home
where we shall live

and live forever more
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